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Three Little Pigs 

'We went outside and made rubbings of 

things we found outside like wood and 

metal and stones'-Emma 

'I wrote a song about the Three Little 

Pigs'-Ava  'We found out straw wasn't 

very strong'- Niamh 

Three Little Pigs  

'I liked building the houses and working with 

a surprise partner'- Seun 

'I liked the Big Bad Wolf blowing the houses 

down'-  Calum 

'It was fun finding out whose house blew 

down and whose house didn't'- Elodie 

I found out about the patterns a brick wall 

has'-Thomas 

 

Library storyteller session 

'I liked the stories we heard at the library. ‘I liked it when he was blown into a 

million pieces!’ – Aaron 'I was a tree in the story' - Freddie  'I liked the jokes!' - 

Josh 'Why did the cow cross the road? To go to the moovies!' ' It was very 

funny'- Declan 'I liked the story about the farm animals. I made all the animal 

noises' – Hannah. We wrote a thank you letter to Stephen for inviting us. 

Shape ' We worked co-operatively. We are a team!' 

' I built a castle following the instructions'-Bryony 

'We were making plans in the site office'-Freya 'We 

wore our hard hats and jackets to keep us safe'- 

Elodie   'I liked building from our plans!' Thomas 

Global Citizenship Week.We had a Flags of the 

World dance session.'I was waving a flag round and 

round'- Kimberley 'I made a star shape and had a 

star on my tummy'- Sula 'I was at the front of the 

Great Wall of China that we made' - Freddie 

 ' P.7 buddies helped us tidy up the litter in the 

playground'- Charlotte. ‘Mr ECO told us how to look 

after our world'- Neve 

Art 'I concentrated hard and looked closely at a welly boot 

and drew it'-Alec 'It was quite tricky but I didn't give up'- 

Logan  ‘I loved it ! ’ – Freya   ‘It was epic ! ’ - Aaron 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Music ' I enjoyed using the shakers to keep the beat'- Ethan ‘'I 

liked playing the drums because they were very noisy’ -Freddie 

'We had to concentrate and look at the cards so we knew when to 

play'- Sula. ‘ My ears were shaking!’ Kimberley ‘It was great fun!’ 

Bryony. 

As you can see we have been very busy again this term! We look forward to next term when we 

will be exploring outdoors and will be Out and About learning about Wildlife and lots of other 

new things and sharing our successes with you. We will be finding out about how to tell the time 

and how to keep ourselves safe especially when we are outdoors. In French we will learning to 

name parts of the body and names for family members. Thank you for all the junk shapes you 

sent in. We have had great fun constructing models with a little help!  Have a lovely Easter! 

break. 

 


